
Organiser: Gordon Vance 
 

All players listed on the current record sheet maintained by the organiser are deemed to have accepted 

the rules of play as outlined herein. The minimum age of players is 18. 

 
Basics of the game 

The KiB bonus ball is primarily a fundraiser for the activities of the group - our game includes a weekly 
prize draw element plus a lottery syndicate element. 

 

The 49 numbers (1 to 49) of the original UK Lottery are available for purchase by our supporters for £1 
per number per week thus raising a maximum of £49 each week if all numbers are taken. 

The holder of the bonus ball number in the Saturday UK Lotto draw is our £30 prize draw winner.  

 
Funds raised are also used to purchase one EuroMillions ticket (£2-50) for each Friday draw and one 

UK Lotto ticket (£2) for each Saturday draw – both as “lucky dips”. 
When all 49 numbers are taken, we raise £14.50 per week towards KiB funds. 

 

Record of participants/ticket 
The organiser will maintain a record sheet detailing payments & numbers allocated to players. 

Players may elect to pay for one or more numbers to boost their contribution to the fundraiser and 
increase their proportion of any EuroMillions/Lotto wins. 

 

To be eligible for winnings from the prize draw, or a share of EuroMillions/Lotto, a player’s 
name and their number(s) MUST be shown on the record sheet relevant for the date the win 

occurs. 

  
The record sheet also serves as the prize draw “ticket” - a printable (payments blank) copy is available 

from the KiB website  http://www.kinnesswoodinbloom.org/bonusball 
 

Prize draw element 

The holder, if there is one, of the number drawn as the bonus ball on each Saturday UK Lotto wins £30 
– if that bonus ball number is one of the “new” numbers (50 to 59) the prize draw money rolls over 

until the Saturday bonus ball next falls between 1 and 49. 
 

The prize draw element of the game is a small society lottery operated under KiB’s registration with 

PKC. 
 

Lottery syndicate element 
Should there be any significant winnings (more than £49), on a EuroMillions or Lotto ticket, those 

winnings will be divided into a number of shares (the count of numbers shown as allocated on the 

ticket sheet for the date of the win).  
 

Shares will then be proportionally distributed to the fundraiser players on the basis of 1 share per 

number held on the date of the win – so for example, if all numbers were taken, a player who 
holds a single number will receive 1/49th of the total win, a player with two numbers would receive 

2/49ths and so on. 
 

Any small wins remain with KiB. 

 
Payment 

The organiser operates a flexible payment system where players can pay several weeks or months in 
advance or pay ad hoc when the organiser requests. 

 

Leaving the game 
A player’s number(s) leave the game by choice, or agreement with the organiser, or upon the player’s 

death or by failure to pay after a request from the organiser.  

 
The departing number(s) then remain “in play” only until any pre-paid weeks have passed, their 

participation in the game for that player then ends, they are no longer eligible for any winnings for that 
player & the number(s) are released to allow purchase by another player. 
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